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DESOL PW 710

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

DESOL PW 710 is synthetic lint free cloth impregnated with a blend of solvents wipes to
remove oils  and surface contamination  from steel,  zinc,  aluminium and other  non ferrous
substrates. Desol PW 710 may also be used on wood and plastic substrates. Desol PW 710 is
excellent on powder coated work that is to be recoated.

PROCESS SPECIFICATION

DESOL PW 710 is a robust lint free panel cloth which is supplied in tubs of 400 hand sized
wipes which in use will:-
 

Degrease all substrates with no fibres left behind
Is quick drying
Produce low odours.

APPLICATION PROCEDURE

Before use when convenient turn the tub upside down the day before to give uniform wetting
across the wipe.

Remove the lid and feed the wipe from the centre through the centre spout. Replace the lid and
draw out the wipes as and when required. Replace the lid when finished to avoid drying out of
the wipes.

Fold the wipes into quarters so as when each face becomes soiled you can then refold the wipe
to give a fresh surface to give maximum use from each.

HEALTH AND SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

See MSDS for full details

DISPOSAL

Dispose of as oil contaminated products

The recommendations and conditions set down relating to the operation of this product are
founded on reliable data.  Owing to the fact the actual use of this product is beyond our control
no guarantee or warranty is to be implied from the foregoing information.
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